
Bomb Detection Robot 

 

Abstract: 

The objective of this project is to operate the robot for 

detecting the bombs. This project is very useful in military 

applications for detecting the bombs. This project also 

improves the security performance. 

 

Introduction: 

The design scheme of this robot is based on the recognition 

metal based on the principle of mutual inductance. This is 

verified by on-board reference comparison. The metal 

detection circuit is mounted on a robot which is controlled by 

RF. 

This Bomb Detection Robot project is developed on 

embedded platform, whose software platform use the 

firmware written in embedded C. The metal detection circuit 

contains a coil which when placed over a metal, changes the 

response of the system and inturn the system signals the 

remote node about the detection and rings a buzzer on the 

robot. 

The whole Bomb Detection Robot project is implemented on 

microcontroller. The remote metal detection values are 

displayed on the LCD. The controlling of the robot is enabled 

with zigbee network. 



This project is designed with micro controller, encoder, 

decoder, RF transmitter and receiver, bomb detector, deriver 

circuits, analog with motors and robot model. 

Bomb detector is just act as metal detector which detected any 

metal in the required areas. Because the bombs made with 

metals. The bomb detector is attached in the topside of the 

robot with an antenna. Robot movements are controlled 

remotely. 

Transmitting section consists of keyboard, encoder and RF 

transmitter. The keypad is the set of keys in which each one 

controls the robot in a direction such as forward, reverse, left 

and right. When any one key is pressed the corresponding 

signals are encoded in the encoder circuit and given to RF 

transmitter section in which encoded signals are modulated 

with carrier signal and transmitted through the RF transmitter. 

Remote section that means receiver section consists of RE 

receiver, decoder, micro controller, robot with bomb detecting 

mechanism. RF receivers received the signal and remove the 

carrier signal and given to decoder circuit in which encoded 

signals are decoded into original signal then given to micro 

controller. Here the micro controller may be Atmel or PIC 

both are flash type reprogrammable micro controller. 

 

 

 

 



Block Diagram: 

 

 

HARDWARE: 

 MicroController 

 Power Supply 

 RF transmitter and receiver 

 DC motors 

 Motor driver 

 Metal detector sensor 


